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Originally from Chile and raised in a multicultural household with Mexican and Spanish roots, 

Marimar and Madison Banus, also known as the “MMGYMSISTERS”, are two exceptional gymnasts. 

Despite facing unexpected major surgeries that temporarily halted their gymnastics careers, they 

moved forward winning at international games, such as South American Games, Pan-American 

Games, World Challenge Cup,  Odesur Games, etc. They were awarded a full-ride athletic 

scholarship to Ball State University

On a mission to inspire and motivate the world to embrace a healthy, fit lifestyle, these two gymnasts 

not only showcase their impressive skills but also share their fitness journey on social media, gaining 

over 130K followers in the 1st year. They also conduct online coaching via their personalized 

coaching app.

Their content breaks the stereotype that exercise is tedious and emphasizes 

the fun and rewarding aspects of staying active.

We welcome you to join them on their mission to empower individuals to 

transform their lives through fitness, exploration, culinary delights, and the 

simple pleasures of life, promising inspiration, motivation, and entertainment 

from these remarkable athletes-turned-wellness advocates!

@mmgymsisters

@mmgymsisters

@mmgymsisters

WHO ARE MMGYMSISTERS?



Competed for Chile at the 2015 South American Games, securing a 

bronze medal in bars and contributing to the team's overall bronze 

 Proudly represented Chile at the Pan-American Games in Peru, 

showcasing their skills and qualifying for the all-around finals.

Achieved a remarkable milestone by gaining over 130k Instagram 

followers within the first year of launching their account.

Participated in the 2018 Odesur Games in Bolivia, demonstrating 

excellence and earning qualifications for the bars, beam, and floor finals.

Showcased their gymnastic prowess on the global stage by representing 

Chile at the World Challenge Cup in Turkey, winning a silver medal on 

bars, and qualifying for the floor, bars, and beam finals.

Marimar & Madison both pursued higher education at Ball State 

University, a Division I institution, provide with full athletic scholarships 

ACCOMPLISHMENTS



Custom brand channel development

MMGYMSISTERS will create brand value and engaging video content for partners and advertisers.

These environments provide a dynamic platform for fitness, health, wellness, and nutrition brands to connect with 

potential customers engagingly.

Sponsored Instagram/TikTok posts and YouTube 
videos

MMGYMSISTERS can build, strengthen, and expand your market share for your brand or product.

With personalized videos, or behind-the-scenes content highlighting your brand and product role in his daily routine. 

Brand Ambassadorships
Establish long-term partnerships where the MMGYMSISTERS become brand ambassadors for products or services 

aligned with their values.

THEIR COLLABORATIONS



Redcon

Prozis

Qunol 

Senita Athletics

Buffbunny collection

Aybl

LSKD

Onemix shoes

@mmgymsisters

Reach Engagement
New 

Followers

1.85M 165K 23K

Instagram Stats past 90 Days

PREVIOUS COLLABORATIONS

Jack Payne, 
overall 14.88M
 audience

Cassidy Thompson, 
overall 6.5M
audience

Previous Influencer Collaborations



THANK YOU!

LET’S WORK TOGETHER!

PHONE

+1 (909) 274.9290

WWW.AGSOCIOSAGENCY.COM

INFO@AGSOCIOSAGENCY.COM


